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youth in English lanes, of the smoke rising from English chimneys,
of red English roofs, of their grief at leaving these things.
Ah, if only I, who have so often looked back at England, had a pic-
ture like that in my mind. Then this song could bring me back
from the ends of the world, back from the grave itself. But am I,
when I die of a bomb or a fever in some corner of a foreign land,
to exclaim with my dwindling breath, 'Brondesbury, my Brorides-
burys, to summon before my glazing eyes a picture of Number 21
Streatley Road? If only England were like that song. If only
London were like the Lambeth Walk. England could be like that,
if you had men who cared for England, instead of men who only care
for their own class. But drive along the coast road from Worthing
to Eastbourne. Take a walk down the Lambeth High Street.
When I was last in London my friends reproached me for my
views about England. 'You really go too far3, they said. 'You take
too gloomy a view. After all5, they said, cmy country right or wrong,
you know, don't you know.5
'Oh, yeah', said I, 'I know what you mean, I know that one. My
country clean or dirty. My country slummy or unslummy/
The English people are sound, I think. But what has been done
to England in these last hundred years, and more especially in
these last twenty years since the World War is mortal sin.
Yet' the arguments of my friends gave me to think. Was it
possible, I asked myself, that the jaundice was in my own eye,
that Shoreditch and Shoreham and Bethnal Green and Bermondsey
were in reality all bright and beautiful places filled with sturdily
independent British workpeople? I determined to set out in search
of'This England* of the railway companies5 and newspaper adver-
tisements, ploughmen homeward plodding their weary way,
sheep sleepily ambling through dappled sunlit lanes, cows lowing
in the meadows, venerable piles, dignified debates in ancient halls,
a race of men and women 'dauntlessly courageous and doggedly
determined5, as the good Simon said in putting across a rather
bitter-tasting budget.
I drove about Sussex in a car, but these fair scenes eluded me.
I saw, or thought I saw, a ravaged countryside, a land where

